
Part 1: Connection to Curriculum  
 

 The curriculum that I am going to be connecting my class activity to is the Grade 12 

Physical and Health Education Curriculum, specifically the nutrition unit. One specific learning 

outcome in this unit is based around looking at food advertisement and marketing strategies and 

how that can impact consumers. This SLO was perfect for this assignment because these are all 

forms of media that are used to influence what foods individuals purchase and consume. This 

assignment specifically targets the trend of celebrity endorsements on social media for products 

as that is something really relevant to youth today. As an educator it is important to use resources 

and tools that are relevant to students today. Analyzing celebrity endorsements on social media  

to meet this food advertising and marketing strategies SLO is most relevant to students of 

today’s world. 

 
SLO: 12.NU.9 Demonstrate understanding of food advertising and marketing strategies and 
their impact on food purchases.  

  
 

Part 2: Outline and Explanation  
 

 
The advertisements I am going to be using for this assignment are “fit tea”/“skinny tea” 

advertisements endorsed by the Kardashians on Instagram with the incorporation of one 

magazine advertisement that incorporates the product as well. These teas are something I have 

seen advertised by many different celebrities on Instagram so it is a topic that is important to 

address with students as these teas are very dangerous and unhealthy, celebrities to still market 

these products heavily in order to make a profit. If students can learn to be media literate using  

various strategies (authors & audiences, messages and meanings, & representation & realities) 



companies use, they can hopefully gain the knowledge and skills to make effective and educated 

decisions based on their consumption of such media.  

The goal of this class activity will also encourage students to make thoughtful reflections 

when viewing these tea advertisements. Students should critically think about who made these 

advertisements since all information has to be constructed by some individual or group of 

individuals (Kellner & Share, 2019). Additionally, it is important for students to recognize what 

Kellner and Share (2019) discuss as the various audiences or position of these advertisements 

and how all individuals take their own unique viewpoint from an advertisement. I want students 

to look at these food advertisements and see how individuals could be very negatively affected 

by them. This goes hand in hand with another theme brought forth by Kellner and Share (2019) 

about politics of representation in media in reference to the morals, perspectives, or personal 

biases that are present. Students should be able to critically consider the specific viewpoint or 

bias they are being presented from these tea ads. Lastly it is also extremely important for 

students to be able to identify the why behind these media sources, and how it involves financial 

gain for the celebrities promoting these products. All media has a purpose for why it is shared 

and thus this is an important concept to understand for media literacy (Kellner & Share, 2019).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 3: Student Handout  
 

Media Literacy “Fit Tea” Advertisement Activity 
 
Activity 1: Refer to Appendix 1 Instagram post screenshots* and answer the following 
questions in groups of 3-5 (depending on class size)   
 

1. How would these social media posts be accessed and how were they made?  

 

 

2. What are two different perspectives that could be taken from these social media 

advertisements?  

 

 

1. What beliefs or viewpoints are being displayed in these social media advertisements 

and why is it important to look at these viewpoints/beliefs critically?  

 

 

3. What was the purpose of these social media posts?  

 

 

 



Activity 2: Refer to Appendix 2 magazine page screen shot* 

Codes	in	Media	Texts:		
• Lettering	
• Font		
• Bold		
• Colour		
• Darkness		
• Light	
• Lines		

• Size		
• Perspective	
• Inference		
• Symbolism		
• Relationality		
• Background		

 
 
In your groups describe 3-5 Codes in Media Texts in reference to how they are being 
portrayed in Appendix 2 and the effect it has on the media consumers   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Part 4: Student Handout Completed Example  
Media Literacy “Fit Tea” Advertisement Activity 

 
Activity 1: Refer to Appendix 1 Instagram post screenshots* and answer the following 
questions in groups of 3-5 (depending on class size)   
 

2. How would these social media posts be accessed and how were they made?  

These social media posts would be accessed by the celebrities followers on the Instagram app and 
they were likely made by the celebrity themselves or a social media manager.  

 

3. What are two different perspectives that could be taken from these social media 

advertisements?  

One perspective that could be taken from these social media posts is the one that the celebrities 
would want the consumers to take and that is to be interested in the product and believe all the 
claims the celebrity is making and to purchase the product they are promoting. An opposing 
perspective would be to doubt the claims made by the celebrity about the product and to not be 
influenced to make a purchase.  
 

4. What beliefs or viewpoints are being displayed in these social media advertisements 

and why is it important to look at these viewpoints/beliefs critically?  

 

The major viewpoint/belief that is being displayed in these social media posts is the concept of 
“quick fixes” for weight loss. It is important to look at this viewpoint critically because the 
notion of a “quick fix” for weight loss can be very detrimental and dangerous for many 
individuals who do not have healthy and correct nutrition and fitness information.  
 
 

5. What was the purpose of these social media posts?  

The purpose of these social media posts is for the celebrities who are posting them to make a 
profit. The celebrities are paid money to promote products on social media and as well get a 
percentage of commission based on how many individuals purchase the product they are 
promoting using their discount code.  
 
 
 
 
 



Activity 2: Refer to Appendix 2 magazine page screen shot* 

Codes	in	Media	Texts:		
• Lettering	
• Font		
• Bold		
• Colour		
• Darkness		
• Light	
• Lines		

• Size		
• Perspective	
• Inference		
• Symbolism		
• Relationality		
• Background		

 
 
In your groups describe 3-5 Codes in Media Texts in reference to how they are being 
portrayed in Appendix 2 and the effect it has on the media consumers   
 

 
1.  Bold: The biggest/boldest text is what the advertiser wants you to see first which is “Slim 
Down Now”. The effect this has on the consumers is that it would potentially draw them into the 
article quick, especially individuals who are looking to lose weight.  
 
2. Colour: Bright and vibrant colours are used, especially pink. This would draw in the 
magazines main consumer which is likely woman as pink is made to be a “female” colour in 
society.   
 
3. Perspective: The article gives the viewpoint of needing to shrink oneself and portrays diet 
culture as a positive when in reality it is very harmful. This is being done with the main heading 
of “Slim Down Now”, a section on “Bloat-Busting Foods”, an advertisement for the weight loss 
teas, and others. This can promote diet culture and potentially cause consumers to engage in 
negative lifestyle practices that are a part of diet culture.  
 
4. Symbolism: The use of a slim celebrity in a bikini to further help promote the message the 
magazine page is trying to convey around losing weight/being thin. This potentially could make 
consumers feel as though they should look like that too and if they do not, they should “slim 
down now” as the article states.  
 
5. Inference: the implication of this magazine page is that being thin/slim is what everyone 
should desire to be. This can be damaging for many consumers as it puts pressure on individuals 
to lose weight and can cause a negative body image.  
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